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About Me



Who are we?

Our Team has collectively published HUNDREDS of papers in Machine 

Learning, HPC, Optimization, Scientific Programming, and Quantum 

Computing with THOUSANDS of citations.
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QDC is empowering the future through physics-inspired 
optimization.

Our vision is to democratize access to this 
transformative technology, unlocking efficiencies in the 

world's most complex challenges for the betterment of 
humanity.

Vision



Our mission at QDC is to bridge science and business, 
solving optimization problems and driving value for our 

customers by seamlessly integrating physics-inspired 
solutions into their processes.

Mission



How do we get there?



Focus on the Business Problem First.



Airline Disruption Management

i.e. Algorithmic Decision Support in 
Real Time.





“In 2007, the total delay cost in the airline industry in the United States (US) 
was $32.9 billion from which $8.3 billion was of additional expenses for fuel, 
crew, and maintenance.”

Total number of flights has increased by 47% since then.



Airline Disruption Management:

Aircraft Recovery

Crew Recovery

Passenger Recovery



Aircraft Recovery
The aircraft recovery problem can be formulated as follows:

given a flight schedule and a set of disruptions, determine 
which flights to delay or cancel, and re-assign the available 

aircraft to the flights such that the disruption cost is 
minimized.



Exact Optimization Methods

The time-band approximation model on flight operations 
recovery model considering random flight flying time in 

China. LINK

Meta Heuristics
Dynamic aircraft recovery problem - An operational decision support 

framework LINK

Multiple objective solution approaches for aircraft rerouting under the 
disruption of multi-aircraft LINK

A Stochastic Programming Approach on Aircraft Recovery Problem LINK

Two-Stage Heuristic Algorithm for Aircraft Recovery Problem LINK

Aircraft Recovery

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7379263
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0305054820300095?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095741741730249X?via%3Dihub
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/mpe/2015/680609/
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/ddns/2017/9575719/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7379263
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0305054820300095?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095741741730249X?via%3Dihub
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/mpe/2015/680609/
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/ddns/2017/9575719/


Crew Recovery
The crew recovery problem (CRP) can be formulated as follows:

given a flight schedule and a set of disruptions, re-assign to each 
(recovered) flight the necessary cabin and flight crew such that 

the disruption costs are minimized. For crew recovery, these 
disruption costs can include direct crew costs (e.g., remuneration 

or overtime compensation) and cost for deadheading crew.



Exact Optimization Methods
None

Meta Heuristics
Multiobjective Optimization of Airline Crew Roster 

Recovery Problems Under Disruption Conditions LINK

A Solutuion Method for Airline Crew Recovery Problems 
LINK

Crew Recovery

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7473884
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Khusnul-Novianingsih/publication/279783008_A_Solution_Method_for_Airline_Crew_Recovery_Problems/links/559ac97908ae5d8f3937efbe/A-Solution-Method-for-Airline-Crew-Recovery-Problems.pdf
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/7473884
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Khusnul-Novianingsih/publication/279783008_A_Solution_Method_for_Airline_Crew_Recovery_Problems/links/559ac97908ae5d8f3937efbe/A-Solution-Method-for-Airline-Crew-Recovery-Problems.pdf


Passenger Recovery
Passenger recovery can be formulated as follows: 

Given a recovered flight and crew schedule and a set of disrupted passenger itineraries, re-assign 
to each disrupted itinerary the (recovered) flights necessary (given seat availability) to 

accommodate passengers from their current position to their destination while minimizing cost. 
These passenger recovery costs can include both hard and soft costs. Hard costs are directly 

incurred when a passenger cannot complete its scheduled itinerary (e.g., compensation for delay 
and cancellation as stipulated by government regulations). Soft costs are the potential losses of 

future revenue as a result of passenger inconvenience, possibly causing the passenger to switch to 
a different airline in the future.



Exact Optimization Methods

Airline delay management problem with airport capacity 
constraints and priority decisions. LINK

Flight Network-Based Approach for Integrated Airline 
Recovery with Cruise Speed Control LINK

Meta Heuristics
Considering Passenger Preferences in Integrated 

Postdisruption Recoveries of Aircraft and Passengers 
LINK

Integrated recovery of aircraft and passengers after airline 
operation disruption based on a GRASP algorithm LINK

A math-heuristic algorithm for the integrated air service 
recovery LINK

Passenger Recovery

https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0969699716302514
https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/10.1287/trsc.2016.0716
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/mpe/2019/9523610/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1366554516000028?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S019126151500260X?via%3Dihub
https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0969699716302514
https://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/10.1287/trsc.2016.0716
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/mpe/2019/9523610/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1366554516000028?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S019126151500260X?via%3Dihub
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Google and Lufthansa Have Validated This Approach

Savings per cancelled flight using Google’s CP-SAT and heuristic solvers – Google OR Tools
Source: Deploying an Integrated Airline Disruption Management Solver at Lufthansa Group. 
daniel.bogadoduffner@swiss.com tobyodavies@google.com danielduque@google.com - AGIFORS - Sep 2022
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Google recently demonstrated a Proof of Concept (PoC) in collaboration 

with Lufthansa, focusing on the issue of network repair. In this context, 

network repair refers to the rapid rebooking of passengers who either 

missed their connections or had their flights cancelled.

AGIFORS Presentation Can Be Found HERE

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kqonzxb7peyt90j/1-14%20Daniel%20Duque%20AGIFORS%202022%20-%20Irrops%20.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/kqonzxb7peyt90j/1-14%20Daniel%20Duque%20AGIFORS%202022%20-%20Irrops%20.pdf?dl=0


Integrated Recovery
Both from a mathematical and computational perspective, the integration of all 

recovery stages (aircraft, crew, and passengers) is an extremely difficult task. The 
purpose of this integration is to minimize the total disruption cost. This is achieved by 
weighing the disruption cost related to aircraft, crew, and passengers simultaneously 

to find the recovery solution that overall results in the lowest cost for the airline.





Exact Optimization Methods

Arikan et al. (2017) developed a new flight network 
representation for the integrated recovery problem, based 
on the flow of each entity (aircraft, crew, and passenger) 

through the network. With the proposed flight network, the 
problem size is kept within limits so that real-time solutions 
can be provided since it does not require discretization of 

departure times and cruise speed decisions.

Meta Heuristics
Dynamic aircraft recovery problem - An operational 

decision support framework LINK

Multiple objective solution approaches for aircraft 
rerouting under the disruption of multi-aircraft LINK

Integrated recovery of aircraft and passengers after airline 
operation disruption based on a GRASP algorithm LINK

A math-heuristic algorithm for the integrated air service 
recovery LINK

Integrated Recovery

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0305054820300095?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095741741730249X?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1366554516000028?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S019126151500260X?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0305054820300095?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S095741741730249X?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1366554516000028?via%3Dihub
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S019126151500260X?via%3Dihub


Airlines Are Plagued By Disruption Challenges Daily 
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"We are not having staffing issues, but we had experienced 
problems connecting flight crews to their scheduled aircraft. 

It is a scheduling issue, not a staffing issue," a SouthWest 
spokesperson said.

FlightAware, a flight tracking website, said United had 
canceled seven flights and delayed 364 flights, or 13% of its 

flights on Tuesday.



Diagnosing Infeasible Optimization Problems Using Large Language Models
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An Irreducible Infeasible Subsystem (IIS)https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.12923v1.pdf



Large Language Models as Optimizers – Google Deep Mind
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Large Language Models as Optimizers by 
Yang et al. (2023) (Arxiv Link) is another 
fresh attempt to use LLMs for optimization 
tasks. Their approach is called Optimization 
by Prompting (OPRO).

OPRO takes the task description in natural 
language (meta-prompt) as a starting 
point, generates a solution and iterates 
using more LLM prompts.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.03409
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.03409


Large Language Models as Optimizers – Google Deep Mind
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.03409

They test the algorithm with well-known optimization 
tasks such as linear regression and traveling salesman 
problem (TSP). 

Then they use benchmark datasets GSM8K and Big-
Bench Hard (BBH). 

They are realistic about the current results but optimistic 
about the future. They have a detailed appendix section 
elaborating on the goods and the bads.
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Idea
1) In nonlinear dynamical systems a small change in parameters can lead to a 

sudden and significant shift in the system's state. 
2) We map  optimization problems to such dynamical systems, and use physics-

inspired algorithms to quickly navigate the solution space, exploiting these 
sudden shifts to converge to optimal or near-optimal solutions. 

3) The approach is particularly potent for problems where traditional methods 
may struggle due to the vastness or complexity of the solution landscape.

Features
1) Solver for QUBO, HUBO and Ising model instances
2) GOAL: Handle up to 10^7+ variables for dense instances 

(fully connected graphs)
3) Delivers high accuracy results for the ground state
4) Can deliver multiple sub-optimal solutions in short time
5) Takes advantage of highly parallel computing – GPUs + FPGAs + ASICs
6) AutoTuneQ™ function to automatically adjust solver’s hyper parameters
7) Quantum Ready

The Most Powerful Solver on the Planet - VeloxQ

VeloxQ – QUBO & HUBO Heuristic Algorithm 
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VeloxQ – Google Instances

Found the ground state

TTS ~ 25 seconds
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VeloxQ – TSP-51

Within 1% of the ground state

TTS ~ 60 minutes
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VeloxQ – D-Wave Advantage

better for ALL 100 tested hard instances

Problem instance examples used in this 
benchmark can be found in the following arxiv: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.04291.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.04291.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.04291.pdf
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VeloxQ vs. 256 qubit QuEra Device

We are better than QuEra
for ALL 256 Kings graphs instances
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The Most Powerful Solver on the Planet - VeloxQ

FPGA Implementation FPGA Cluster Analog Matrix Chips Classical HPC Center with FPGAs / ASICs

Quantum Computing Infrastructure

HYBRID MODULE
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The Data Center of the Future: The Quantum Data Center



Thank You
Dominik Andrzejczuk
Founder & CEO

qdc.aidom@qdc.ai


